A U T H O R'S I N T R O D U C T I O N
The King's Book of Numerology, Volume 12 – Advanced Principles
This twelfth volume of The King's Book of Numerologytm series concludes the first establishment of a
foundational system for understanding the divine science of numeric coding. The first twelve volumes is
an excellent and worthy beginning for those individuals who seek answers to life's most pressing and
mystical mysteries.

Divine is an appropriate adjective because it is impossible for any serious minded student of numerology
to not recognize the reality that there exists a Power operating this universe that transcends the
comprehension of the human mind, an Intelligence so vast, enormous, immense and perfect that It creates
specific destinies for every human being on this earth to the nth degree, destinies which are encoded in
one's full birth name and birth date. Amazing? No doubt. Real? Absolutely. Verifiable? Indisputably.

A cursory study will reveal the Truth of numbers – labels for the formative energies of fate. A thorough
comprehensive investigation will move one's initial forays into numerology from a beginning interest to a
deep, unassailable understanding and profound awareness of the numeric superstructure of life and
destiny. Such sentient perception will expand one's consciousness of creation and reality far beyond the
superficial landscape of commonplace mindsets and mundane suppositions and assumptions.

Although the first twelve volumes of the KBN series offer a considerable amount of information
regarding the science of numeric coding, it is by no means the final word on the subject. Quite the
contrary. Numerology is vast and deep; expansive and limitless. Continued study and research will unveil
great detail and knowledge of creation. Such study is not simply recommended, it is unquestionably
encouraged.

Yours in the Infinite study of Life and Numbers,

Richard Andrew King

